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Pursuant to Order No. 59201 and 39 C.F.R. §§ 3020.117 and 3020.118, the 

Postal Service is requested to respond to the following questions to clarify the record on 

its request for an advisory opinion under 39 U.S.C. § 3661(c) regarding First-Class 

Package Service (FCPS) Service Standard Changes.2  To facilitate the inclusion of the 

requested material in the evidentiary record, the Postal Service shall have a witness 

attest to the accuracy of the answers.  For each question, produce every document 

(including any calculations, analysis, assumptions, studies, or workpapers) used, relied 

upon, or referenced in preparing the response.  Responses shall be provided as soon 

as they are available, but no later than July 27, 2021. 

  

                                            

1 Notice and Order on the Postal Service’s Request for an Advisory Opinion on Changes in the 
Nature of Postal Services, June 21, 2021 (Order No. 5920). 

2 United States Postal Service Request for an Advisory Opinion on Changes in the Nature of 
Postal Services, June 17, 2021 (Request). 
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The following question refers to witness Hagenstein’s testimony (USPS-T-1):3 

 
1. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 4, lines 5-7.  The Postal Service states that “[a]n 

estimated 14 to 48 percent reduction in the number of air charters may be 

possible depending on the final volume of the lanes identified to shift from air to 

surface transportation.”  Please provide the source data and calculations used to 

estimate the percentage reduction in the number of air charters.  If the calculation 

is not available, please explain the basis for the above statement.  Additionally, 

please discuss the relationship between capacity required, quantity of air charter 

trips, accrued cost, and attributable cost for the air charter cost driver. 

2. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 13, lines 13-16.  The Postal Service states that 

“[c]osts for local transportation currently average $2.55 per mile, and typically 

range from $1.70 per mile to as much as $2.90 per mile.  The cost of network 

surface transportation currently averages approximately $2.20 per mile, and 

ranges from $1.90 per mile to over $3.00 per mile.” 

a. Please confirm that increase in utilization of surface transportation, 

including trucks filled closer to capacity, will cause an increase in fuel 

costs. 

b. If confirmed, please provide the projected costs for local transportation 

and network surface transportation that reflect an increase in fuel costs. 

Please also explain why the Blue Yonder Transportation Modeler (TMOD) 

does not account for an increase in fuel costs. 

c. If not confirmed, please explain. 

3. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 17 lines 21-23, and at 18, lines 1-2.  The Postal 

Service states that “[t]he reduction in airline assignments and associated 

                                            

3 Direct Testimony of Stephen B. Hagenstein on Behalf of the United States Postal Service 
(USPS-T-1), June 17, 2021; Testimony; see also Notice of Filing Replacement Direct Testimony of 
Stephen B. Hagenstein on behalf of the United States Postal Service (USPS-T-1), June 21, 2021; Notice 
of the United States Postal Service of Revisions to Certain Pages of the Request for an Advisory Opinion, 
USPS-T-1, USPS-T-2, and USPS-T-3 -- Errata, July 2, 2021 (Errata to Request and Testimony). 
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handling at origin, plus the reduction in sack handling at destination, is expected 

to improve efficiencies in the processing centers.  This efficiency gain is expected 

to reduce workhours, but not to a degree anticipated to impact employee 

complement.” 

a. Please confirm that the Postal Service has not provided any analysis of 

mail processing cost savings expected to result from the proposal. 

b. If confirmed, please discuss the benefits of achieving efficiency gain from 

the reduction of workhours without associated cost savings. 

c. If not confirmed, please provide an analysis demonstrating the 

calculations for expected mail processing cost savings. 

4. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 20, lines 4-16.  The Postal Service states that 

“[p]ackage volume was derived from the Postal Service’s Product Tracking & 

Reporting (PTR) System.  The second highest Wednesday volume from October 

2020 was selected.  The Postal Service observed unprecedented growth in 

package volumes during the pandemic, and it was believed that a significant 

portion of that volume would remain after the end of the pandemic.  Package 

volume trends were monitored and appeared to stabilize in the September and 

October timeframe, and October was selected for a representative volume for 

packages.  All other volume in the model is based on March 2019 WebODIN 

(renamed from ODIS) data that is a monthly total by Origin 3-digit ZIP Code, 

Destination 3-digit ZIP Code, class, and shape.  FCPS volumes were compared 

and scaled to match the USPS monthly Revenue & Volume Comparison (RVC) 

report for March 2020.  March is historically an average month in the seasonal 

mail volume cycle and is not skewed by holiday impacts.  The volume used for 

the modeling represents the second-highest Wednesday in the month of March.” 

a. Please explain the reason(s) for the decision to use different time periods 

for FCPS package volume and other FCPS volume in the model. 

b. Please explain the reason(s) for the decision to use the second-highest 

Wednesday instead of the average Wednesday for modeling. 
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c. Please explain why the Postal Service determined that a single month was 

sufficient for modeling year-round trends.  Please include a discussion on 

the potential shortcomings of the model for not accounting for the holiday 

months. 

d. Please discuss how transportation assignments and transportation costs 

vary between average volume periods and peak load periods.  Please 

explain how applicable the transportation modeling that uses March and 

October volumes is for the months of November and December. 

5. Please refer to Responses to POIR No. 2, question 14.b.  The Postal Service 

states that “Special Service Code (SSC) 401 is an optional code employed to 

identify [the] pharmaceutical volume.  FCPS volume with this SSC in the data set 

used to identify pharmaceutical volume between pairs and determine the 

percentage impacted by the proposed service standard change.” 

a. Please discuss whether the Postal Service has considered excluding 

pharmaceutical mail from the proposed service standard change. 

b. Please discuss the operational feasibility of excluding pharmaceutical mail 

from the proposed service standard change. 

6. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 23, lines 4-5, and lines 13-15.  The Postal Service 

states that “PC*Miler uses the road speed limits to determine transit time and 

does not currently adjust for traffic.”  The Postal Service also states that “[w]hile 

optimizing routings, the model checks proposed routings against the ART file to 

ensure they are valid and determine whether a tariff is applied to influence 

desired routing behavior.” 

a. Please discuss the potential impacts of not adjusting for traffic in the 

model. 

b. Does the Postal Service monitor the effect of traffic on travel time?  If yes, 

please explain why this data is not used in the model to reflect a more 

realistic travel time.  If no, please explain why this data is not collected. 
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c. Please define “tariff” and ART file. 

d. Please give a quantitative and qualitative example of a “tariff” in the 

context of influencing routing. 

e. Please explain what potential tariffs the Postal Service applies to influence 

desired routing behavior. 

7. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 28, lines 7-9.  The Postal Service states that “Origin 

Dispatch of Values (DOVs) were based on 95th percentile machine end times, 

plus an additional 90 minutes for dispatch preparation and staging, or 03:30, 

whichever was earlier.” 

a. Please explain what is meant by “95th percentile machine end times.” 

b. Please discuss how the Postal Service prepared the source data used to 

calculate machine end times, for example, any data cleaning methods that 

removed observations. 

c. Please discuss how sensitive the model is to changing the machine end 

times to the 90th percentile instead of the 95th percentile. 

d. Please provide the source for the assumption that 90 minutes is an 

appropriate amount of time for dispatch preparation and staging.  For 

example, what percentage of routes would not run on time if the model 

used the 90th percentile machine run end times instead of the 95th 

percentile machine run end times? 

e. Please provide a discussion of whether the use of 90 minutes for dispatch 

preparation and staging applies to each and every facility and processing 

operation or whether the time for dispatch preparation and staging varies 

by facility and/or processing operations (e.g., letters versus parcels). 

f. Please provide the data sources used to calculate the estimate of 90 

minutes for dispatch preparation and staging. 

8. Please refer to USPS-T-1 at 31, lines 14-18.  The Postal Service states that 

“TMOD offers a variety of ways to approach many of our business rules, and 
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seemingly small changes can sometimes have large unexpected impacts on the 

results due to the heuristic nature.  To ensure we are using the best solution, 

each model is run multiple times to ensure similar results are obtained.” 

a. Please identify and describe the “small changes” tested on the model that 

yielded “large unexpected impacts.” 

b. Please confirm that factors not accounted for in the model, such as 

fluctuations in fuel cost, traffic, and existing service standards of other mail 

products such as Priority Mail, may have large unexpected impacts on the 

results.  If not confirmed, please explain. 

9. Please discuss any future plans that the Postal Service may have to change the 

service standards of other mail products.  Please include whether maintaining 

existing service standards of other mail products may cause the expected 

transportation cost savings to not be fully realized. 

 
 
 

Ann C. Fisher 
Presiding Officer 


